Extremely Famous (Famous Series Book 3)

Sydney Tannen has been living in denial
for the last twelve years. Now that shes
making a life with Drew Forrester, hiding
from her past is no longer an option. An
emotional reunion with her very famous
father brings Sydney a peaceful feeling that
she hasnt experienced in a long time. Her
contentment vanishes quickly with a single
phone call. When Sydney finds out that
Drew is keeping something huge from her,
she throws herself into work to avoid
facing the problem. The stress of Drews
secret, combined with twelve years of
carefully constructed denial, comes
crashing down spectacularly and Sydney
ends up in a hopeless place, alone and
afraid. Can she accept her past and face the
future? Or is it easier to remain in the dark?
***Extremely Famous is book 3 in the
Famous Series*** ***You must read
Relatively Famous and Absolutely Famous
first***
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